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continue using the existing loose-leaf repair instructions, simply print the following pages and
insert them in the existing repair instructions:. The respective headings can be entered in the
list of contents. This repair manual offers extensiv repair-instructions and is an up-to-date
version that describes the latest models of the series. However, the right to modifications in the
interest of technical improvement is reserved without updating the current issue of this manual.
A description of general working modes common in work shops has not been included. Safety
rules common in the work shop have also not been listed. We take it for granted that the repairs
are made by qualified profesionally trained mechanics. The KTM high performance engine is
only able to meet user expectations if the maintenance work is performed regularly and
professionally. We have made every effort to make our repair manuals as accurate as possible
but it is always possible for a mistake or two to creep in. To keep improving the quality of our
repair manuals, we request mechanics and shop foremen to assist us as follows:. If you find
any errors or inaccuracies in one of our repair manual â€” whether these are technical errors,
incorrect or unclear repair procedures, tool problems, missing technical data or torques,
inaccurate or incorrect translations or wording, etc. You will find the number on the cover page
or in the left margin on each right page of the manual. If your text deviates from the text
contained in the repair manual, please write your text in German or English if possible. Your
corrections will be reviewed and incorporated in the next issue of our repair manual. Additional
suggestions, requests or comments on our Repair Manuals in German or English :. Art No 3.
Operation with closed throttle valve. This range is influenced by the position of the air control
screw 1 and the idle adjusting screw 2. Only make adjustments when the engine is hot. To this
end, slightly decrease the idling speed of the engine by means of the idle adjusting screw.
Turning it clockwise produces a higher idling speed and turning the screw counterclockwise
produces a lower idling speed. Then adjust to the normal idling speed by means of the idle
adjusting screw. Engine behavior when the throttle opens. The idle jet and the shape of the
throttle valve influences this range. If, despite good idling-speed and part-throttle setting, the
engine sputters and smokes when the throttle is fully opened and develops its full power not
smoothly but suddenly at high engine speeds, the mixture to the carburetor will be too rich, the
fuel level too high or the float needle is leaking. Operation with partly open throttle valve. This
range is only influenced by the jet needle shape and position. The optimum part-throttle setting
is controlled by the idling setting in the lower range and by the main jet in the upper range. If the
engine runs on a four-stroke cycle or with reduced power when it is accelerated with the throttle
partly open, the jet needle must be lowered by one notch. If then the engine pings, especially
when accelerating under full power at maximum engine revs, the jet needle should be raised. If
these faults should occur at the lower end of the part throttle range at a four-stroke running,
make the idling range leaner; if the engine pings, adjust the idling range richer. Operation with
the throttle fully open flat out. This range is influenced by the main jet and the jet needle. If the
porcelain of the new spark plug is found to have a very bright or white coating or if the engine

rings, after a short distance of riding flat out, a larger main jet is required. If the porcelain is dark
brown or black with soot the main jet must be replaced by a smaller one. The original carburetor
setting was adapted for an altitude of approx. Always start out from the original carburetor
setting. Essential requirements are a clean air filter system, air-tight exhaust system and an
intact carburetor. Experience has shown that adjusting the main jet, the idling jet and the jet
needle is sufficient and that changes of other parts of the carburetor will not greatly affect
engine performance. NOTE: If despite a changed adjustment the engine does not run properly,
look for mechanical faults and check the ignition system. As a result of engine vibrations,
throttle valve, jet needle, and needle jet are subjected to increased wear. This wear may cause
carburetor malfunction e. Therefore, these parts should be replaced after 10 kilometers 6 miles.
Otherwise, there are not differences. Instead of mount the bleeder syringe 2 which is filled with
SAE 10 biodegradable hydraulic oil ex. Shell Naturelle HF-E Make sure that the oil does not
overflow. NOTE: Prior to adjusting the oil pump, you have to check and, if necessary, adjust the
clearance of the throttle cable. To make adjustment and control easier, loosen the bolts of the
intake flange 3 , remove 4 of them and move the flange sidewards. NOTE: The cylinder head and
the cylinder can be removed without previously removing the engine. It is also possible to work
on the clutch, the primary drive and the shift drum locating device without previously removing
the engine. The water pump can be removed and installed without previously removing the
clutch cover. Tighten collar nut with Nm 74 ft. For this purpose twist out the bleeder screws at
the cylinder head and at the right radiator. Retighten the screws as soon as the cooling liquid
that emerges is free of air bubbles. Art No. An appropriate mandrel can be used if necessary.
NOTE: The following step need not be performed unless you intend to take the centrifugal timer
out of the clutch cover. NOTE: The water pump cover 5 , the exterior cap 6 and the hexagon cap
nut 3 need not be removed. The water pump and the centrifugal timer are left in the clutch
cover. NOTE: The bolt 3 at the intake flange can be unscrewed completely. Keep in mind the
stop disc 3 It can be left in the housing. Keep in mind the stop disc behind! Procede with care
by watching out for the collar bushing 4 on the ratchet carrier. Check for wear and exchange
worn components. NOTE: All gaskets, shaft seal rings, O-rings and bearings should be
exchanged on the occasion of each complete engine overhaul. NOTE: Read through the
following section before commencing work. Then determine the assembly sequence so that the
engine housing halves only need to be heated up once before replacing the bearings. Having
first removed the dowels, in order to expel the bearings or remove them with light mallet blows,
the housing halves must be placed on a suitably large plane surface, supporting the whole of
the sealing surface without damaging it. A wooden panel is best used as a base. Bearings or
shaft seal rings should not be hammered into their seats. If no suitable press is available, use a
suitable mandrel and hammer them in with great care. Cold bearings will practically drop into
their seats at an engine housing temperature of approx. After cooling, should the bearings fail
to lock in the bore, they are bound to rotate after warming. In that event the housing must be
replaced. However, in some cases it is necessary to press the bearings out of their seats. To
prevent damaging of the bearings, the device used to press in the new bearings must be
designed in such a way that it touches only the outer ring of the bearing. Press the old grooved
ball bearing inwards from the outside. Insert a new grooved ball bearing with the open side of
the ball cage facing downwards i. Apply a suitable mandrel on the outside to press the grooved
ball bearing inwards. Before pressing the new grooved ball bearing inwards, mount the gear
shifting gate bk. Then, the grooved ball bearing can be pressed in from the inside and up to the
stop. Apply a suitable mandrel on the outside to press the old grooved ball bearing inwards.
Insert a new grooved ball bearing from the inside and press it all the way into the seat. Needle
bearing of the shifting shaft 5 from model on. Use a suitable mandrel to press out the needle
bearing. Insert the new needle bearing and press it all the way in. Press a new grooved ball
bearing all the way into the seat. When exchanging the release plate keep in mind to apply
Loctite to both bolts. Insert a new shaft seal ring from the outside and press it in flush, the open
side facing inwards. Then check the lubrication bore for the grooved ball bearing S of the
crankshaft for obstructions. Check if the oil guiding rubber 8 of the left housing half is correctly.
Press the special tool together tightly so as to obtain a good heat transfer and pull the inner
ring off the crankshaft. Piston running surface: Check for pressure marks seizing marks minor
friction marks can be removed with a fine abrasive stick. Piston ring grooves: The piston rings
must not get jammed in the grooves. For cleaning the grooves, use an old piston ring or
abrasive paper grain size The piston ring locating pins must be firmly seated in the piston and
must not be worn out. Check piston rings for wear and check end gap. Piston ring must be
approx. NOTE: If the end gap is greater check piston and cylinder for wear. If piston and
cylinder wear are within the permitted tolerance limits, replace the piston ring. Measure
diameter of cylinder approx. Check diameter in several corresponding places to see if cylinder

in worn oval. If the cylinder diameter is larger than NOTE: For reconditioning of the old cylinder
all exhaust control components must be removed. Reconditioned cylinders are available on
order from your KTM dealer. The piston size is stamped into the bottom of the piston. Nikasil is
the brand name for a cylinder coating process, developed by the piston manufacturer Mahle.
The name is derived from the two materials used in this process - a nickel layer into which the
particularly hard silicon carbide is inbedded. NOTE: The worn coating can be regenerated at low
cost provided that the cylinders running surface is flawless. To prevent subsequent jamming of
the exhaust control, do not damage the bearing surfaces of the collar bushings and the control
segment bm. Turn the lifting bolt bl of the control flap a quarter of a full rotation for this
purpose, it is recommended to twist a M5x40 bolt into the thread of the lifting bolt and pull it
upwards out of the cylinder. Now the control flap can be taken out of the cylinder. Check the
contact surface between the roller guides and the control roller segment for grooves and
exchange them, if necessary. NOTE: to prevent sticking of the control flap on EXEand
Supermoto models, there are nitrogenized control flap axles bright surface available which
subseed the original fitted axles dark surface. Check the contact surface between the control
segment and the roller guides for grooves and exchange them, if necessary. Check the O-rings
of the control flap axles for wear and brittleness and exchange them, if necessary. NOTE: from
model the left side cover bp is drilled for the crank case ventilation. Clean the control flap and
check the pins in the control flap for tight fit. Measure the distance A between the two pins see
illustration. Distance A : min. This distance must be equal on both sides. Insert the lifting bolt
until it engages in the control flap bk. Then rotate it a quarter of a full turn so that the flat
section is perpendicular to the direction of travel and faces forward in the direction of the
exhaust port. Insert the control roller with one mark on the left and the control roller with 2
marks on the right side. Move the control flap up and down. The eccentric shaft should move
with the control flap. Mount the control segment bm in such a way that the marks on the. NOTE:
When all marks are aligned, the control flap must be in the bottom position and the bores of the
control rollers must be completely closed. Mount the guide plate 3 , apply Loctite to two bolts 2
and use. Welcome to ManualMachine. We have emailed you a verification link to to complete
your registration. Log in Sign up. Forgot password? Enter your email and check your inbox.
Please also check your spam folder. Email sent! Check your email for further instructions. Enter
a new password. My files 0 My downloads 0 History Account settings Sign out. Manual 3. Read
through the repair manual before beginning with the repair work. To keep improving the quality
of our repair manuals, we request mechanics and shop foremen to assist us as follows: If you
find any errors or inaccuracies in one of our repair manual â€” whether these are technical
errors, incorrect or unclear repair procedures, tool problems, missing technical data or torques,
inaccurate or incorrect translations or wording, etc. NOTE to table: â€” Enter the complete item
no. Item no. Opening up B Engine behavior when the throttle opens. Part-throttle range C
Operation with partly open throttle valve. Full throttle range D Operation with the throttle fully
open flat out. Mixing ratio 2-stroke motor oil : super fuel Basic information on a change of the
carburetor setting Always start out from the original carburetor setting. Basic information on
carburetor wear As a result of engine vibrations, throttle valve, jet needle, and needle jet are
subjected to increased wear. Adjusting oil pump only with separate lubrication NOTE: Prior to
adjusting the oil pump, you have to check and, if necessary, adjust the clearance of the throttle
cable. Check of the exhaust control engine running â€” Remove the left side cover from the
cylinder. Fixing the cables to the frame - Models with separate lubrication! Draining the gear oil
â€” Twist out the drain plug 3 and drain the gear oil. Ignition â€” Remove 4 bolts and take off the
ignition cover together with the gasket. Reed valve housing, intake flange and clutch cover â€”
Remove 5 bolts 1 together with the corrugated washers, remove the intake flange and the reed
valve housing. Shift drum locating, kickstarter â€” Simply pull the shift shaft out of the housing.
Dividing the engine housing â€” Swing the ignition side upwards and remove all 12 housing
bolts. Removing crankshaft â€” Pull the crankshaft out of the bearing seat if necessary lightly
tap it with a plastic hammer. Grooved ball bearing of the crankshaft 1 Press the old grooved ball
bearing inwards from the outside. Grooved ball bearing of the main shaft 2 Apply a suitable
mandrel on the outside to press the grooved ball bearing inwards. Grooved ball bearing of the
countershaft 3 Apply a suitable mandrel on the outside to press the old grooved ball bearing
inwards. Grooved ball bearing of the shift roller 4 Apply a suitable mandrel on the outside to
press the old grooved ball bearing inwards. Needle bearing of the shifting shaft 5 from model on
Use a suitable mandrel to press out the needle bearing. Kickstarter release plate 8 When
exchanging the release plate keep in mind to apply Loctite to both bolts. Shaft seal ring of the
crankshaft 9 Insert a new shaft seal ring from the outside and press it in flush, the open side
facing inwards. NOTE: Distance adjustment of the main bearings is not requested. Crankshaft
webs â€” measure outer dimension â€” Crankshaft webs â€” measure outer dimension with a

sliding gauge as illustrated. End gap max. Checking cylinder for wear Measure diameter of
cylinder approx. Nikasil coating of cylinder Nikasil is the brand name for a cylinder coating
process, developed by the piston manufacturer Mahle. Dismounting and checking the exhaust
control system in the cylinder â€” Remove the 6 bolts bo and take off the exhaust flange 1
together with the gasket. Roller guides 4 Check the contact surface between the roller guides
and the control roller segment for grooves and exchange them, if necessary. Control rollers 5
Check bearing for play. Check the teeth of the control rollers for wear. Control flap axles 9
Check the control flap axles for wear, especially at the pins. Control segment bm Check the
contact surface between the control segment and the roller guides for grooves and exchange
them, if necessary. O-rings bn Check the O-rings of the control flap axles for wear and
brittleness and exchange them, if necessary. Control flap bk Clean the control flap and check
the pins in the control flap for tight fit. When mounted, the control flap must not scrape against
the exhaust port. Register and get 5 for free. Upload manuals that we do not have and get 1 for
each file. Get 1 for every download of your manual. Reed valve housing, intake flange and oil
pump separate. Remove the 4 bolts of the intake flange and then, move the intake. Removing
clutch and primary drive. Take the pressure cap and the disc package out of the outer clutch.
NOTE: When dismounting the shift forks, make sure that you do not. Remove the shaft seal
rings and use a hot plate to heat the housing half. However, in some cases it is necessary to. To
prevent damaging of the. Roller bearing or the crankshaft 1. Apply a suitable mandrel on the
outside to press the roller bearing. Insert a new roller bearing from the inside and press it all
the. Grooved ball bearing of the main shaft 2. Apply a suitable mandrel on the outside to press
the grooved ball. Insert a new grooved ball bearing from the inside and. Grooved ball bearing of
the countershaft 3. Shaft seal ring of the countershaft 4. Insert a new shaft seal ring from the
outside and press it in flush. Do not. Insert the new. Shaft seal ring of the shifting shaft 6. Shaft
seal ring of the crankshaft 7. Lubrication bore of the crankshaft roller bearing S. Check for
obstructions and clean the bore with compressed air, if. Brittle or. Turn the control segment
clockwise. The control flap must open and. File Size. Download Links. The Austrian company
KTM is one of the largest and most famous manufacturers of sports motorcycles in Europe. The
official date of foundation of the enterprise is It was then that a young but very ambitious
engineer named Hans Trunkenpolz, who lived in the city of Mattinghofen, opened a metal
processing workshop, which received the name Kraftfahrzeuge Trunkenpolz Mattighofen KTM.
This series consists of two machines: the dual-use EXE and the urban enduro Supermoto. Both
motorcycles are equipped with a new two-stroke engine, unified in design with sports power
units. The frame is tubular, welded, made of chrome-molybdenum steel. Telescopic front fork inverted type. Motorcycles for enduro competitions in their design are as close as possible to
cross-country motorcycles. The company is also developing a two-cylinder V-shaped
four-stroke cc LC8 engine. This power unit is designed for a powerful motorcycle for a rally and
for the future road version of Super Duke. The debut of the novelty will take place in the fall of
Parade Horse of the company - the famous model Duke II. This is an urban enduro-style
motorcycle with inch alloy wheels. The futuristic half fairing with two headlights located one
above the other looks peculiar. The cc engine is equipped with an electric starter. Both cars are
equipped with a four-stroke engine with an electric starter, two-seat saddles and steps for the
passenger. The cc modification is also available as the urban enduro LC4-E Supermoto. It is
made single, the engine is deprived of an electric starter. Tires are distinguished by off-road
tread patterns. Nevertheless, the presence of a complete set of lighting equipment allowed to
certify this car for driving on ordinary roads. For serious off-road raids, the LC4 Adventure-R is
designed, which is equipped with a cc engine with an electric starter, a Paris-Dakar-style fairing
with two headlights, a liter gas tank and a strong rear trunk. In collaboration with the Italian
company Lem, KTM produces a wide range of children's cross-country motorcycles. The 50
Mini Adventure is designed for the youngest athletes, ages 4 to 6 years. It is equipped with a
single-cylinder, two-stroke air-cooled engine with automatic centrifugal clutch and without
gearbox. Modification 50SX Junior features a forced engine and increased suspension travels.
The engine of the 50SX Senior motorcycle, designed for athletes aged 7 to 9 years, is even
stronger. It is equipped with a two-stroke liquid-cooled motor 60 or 65 cc installed in a frame
made of chrome-molybdenum steel. The machine has a six-speed gearbox, disc brakes on both
wheels and is designed for year old athletes. The cc version of the engine received a new
cylinder, cylinder head and crank group by the season. Compared with last year's version, the
dimension of the motor has changed This is an exceptionally lightweight and compact unit - it is
narrower than a cc two-stroke engine. In the cross version, the motor is aggregated with a
four-speed gearbox. KTM Motorcycle Series. KTM Euro. KTM Mini KTM Duke Comments: 0. KTM
Service Manual. KTM Workshop Manual. KTM 65 SX parts manual. Quick Links. See also:
Owner's Manual , Manual. Ktm owner's manual motorcycle sx, exc exc, xc, xc-w sx, exc, xc,

xc-w exc, xc, xc-w 70 pages. Page 2 KTM may stop manufactur- ing certain models without
previous notice. The illustrated models partly contain extra equipment, which is not applied to
standard models. The engine is subjected to completely different performance demands on
public roads and must be adapted to these operating conditions. KTM is not liable for damage
that arises in connection with the use of other products. Enter this number in the field on page
no 1. Engine number, engine type The engine number and the engine type are stamped into the
left side of the engine below the engine sprocket. Page 7: Electronic Speedometer H displays
the engine's service hours. The service hour counter starts to count as soon as you start the
engine. The displayed figure cannot be changed. Service intervals are indicated in service hours
for some KTM offroad motor- cycles, making the service hour counter a very practical function.
Up to 10 lap times can be stored in this way. Clears all LAP figures It will display the lap number
and the stopped lap time in hours, minutes and seconds. The calculation of this figure is activated by the first impulse received from the wheel sensor and stops 3 sec- onds after the last
impulse is received. The red short circuit button [3] serves to switch off the engine. In this
position, the E-starter is operational and the engine can be started. In this position, the E-starter
and ignition circuits are interrupted. The E-starter cannot be actuated, and the engine will not
start, not even if you attempt to start it with the kickstarter. The position of the gears is shown in
the illustration. Neutral, or the idle speed, is located between first and second gear. The degree
of compression can be adjusted with adjusting screws at the top of the fork legs. Turn the
screw [1] clockwise to increase damping, turn it counterclockwise to reduce damping during
compression. Low and high speed refers to the movement of the shock absorber during compression and not to the speed of the motorcycle. The low and high-speed technology overlaps.
The low-speed setting is primarily for slow to normal shock absorber compression rates. The
high-speed setting is effective at fast compression rates. Page Driving Instructions Arrange for
the braking system to be checked by an author- ized KTM dealer, as complete failure of the
braking system can be expected. Also check the state of the brake hose and the thickness of
the brake linings. Do not ride your motorcycle with full load and do not rev up the engine when
cold. Since the piston warms up and expands faster than the water cooled cylinder, this might
cause engine damage. Braking Close the throttle and apply the hand and foot brake simultaneously. Page Periodic Maintenance Schedule Lubricate chain, Clean and grease the adjusting
screws on the chain tensioner Check clearance of wheel bearings The kilometer reading for
inspection intervals should not exceed 5 hours. Maintenance work performed by your
authorized KTM workshop is not a substitute for care and maintenance by the driver! Page 23
Clean and lubricate chain, clean and grease the adjusting screws on the chain tensioner Check
clearance of wheel bearings The kilometer reading for inspection intervals should not exceed 5
hours. Page Maintenance Work On Chassis And Engine OFF position - if the motorcycle should
fall over, no fuel can leak from the carburetor or fuel tank â€” Only use special screws with an
appropriate thread length supplied by KTM to fix the spoilers on the tank. Using other screws or
longer screws can cause leaks in the tank through which fuel can flow out. To do this, place the
motorcycle on a stand with the front wheel lifted off the ground. When riding the motorcycle
mainly on the road, it will suffice to have this job performed in the course of the periodical
maintenance service. To check, put the motorcycle on a stand so that the front wheel is off the
ground. Now try to move the fork forward and backward. This allows you to optimize the
handling to match the race course. Tighten the collar screw on the lower triple clamp to 60 Nm.
Mount the fork legs and tighten the clamp screws on the lower triple clamp to 12 Nm in 3 stages.
Check chain tension Jack the motorcycle up on its frame so that the rear wheel no longer
touches the ground. Press the chain upward at the end of the chain sliding component. The distance between the chain and the swing arm should be approx. A loose axle may lead to an
unstable driving behavior of your motorcycle. Do not, in any event, use DOT 5 brake fluid. It is
based on silicone oil and is dyed purple. Page Changing Basic Position Of The Hand Brake
Lever If the brake fluid level drops below the minimum either the brake system has a leak or the
brake pads are completely worn. In this case, consult an author- ized KTM dealer immediately.
Page Replacing The Front Brake Pads If the brake fluid level drops below the minimum either
the brake system has a leak or the brake pads are completely worn. Be sure to adjust the free
travel of the foot brake lever. Proper pres- sure ensures optimum driving comfort and extends
the life of your tires. Other tires could have adverse effects on the way your motorcycle
behaves. Page Checking Spoke Tension Dull tones are indicators of loose spokes. If necessary,
have the spokes retightened and the wheel centered by a KTM dealer. This may lead to an
unstable handling of your motorcycle. Page Battery Quick charging at a high amperage has an
adverse effect on the service life. To charge the battery while mounted, always use the KTM
battery charger Item no. Page Fuse Replace a blown fuse only with an equivalent one. If a new
fuse that has just been installed gets blown again, you are strongly advised to have it inspected

by a KTM dealer. The fuse capacity is 10 Ampere. Page Checking The Coolant Level [3] and filter
support [4] from the filter box. Both are available from your KTM dealer. Turn the handlebar until
the master cylinder is in a horizontal position, remove the screws [1], the cover [2] and the
rubber boot [3]. Mixture too lean: Not enough fuel in proportion to air. Water in the float
chamber leads to engine malfunction. Make sure you do this while the engine is cold. Spare part
number Remove oil drain plugs [3] and [4] and drain the used oil into an appropriate container.
Clean the magnets of the oil drain plugs and mount them together with the appropriate gaskets.
Page Cleaning â€” After the motorcycle has been rinsed with a soft water jet, it should be dried
by air pressure and a cloth. Then take a short drive until the engine has reached the working
temperature and also use the brakes. By warming these components, the residual water can
evaporate from inaccessable parts of the engine and the brakes. EXC models: The carburetor
adjustments described above only apply to dethrottled motorcycles. Page Index Show all exc
xc-w exc xc xc-w exc exc exc six days xc xc-w exc xc xc-w exc exc six days xc xc-w exc-e six
days Print page 1 Print document 74 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links Download this
manual. Ktm owner's manual motorcycle exc, exc six days xc, xc-w, exc xc, xc-w, exc, exc six
days xc, xc-w, exc-e, exc-e six days 74 pages. Page 3 KTM accepts no liability for delivery
options, deviations from illustrations and descriptions, as well as misprints and other errors.
Page 7: Means Of Representation All work marked with this symbol requires specialist
knowledge and technical understanding. In the interest of your own safety, have these jobs
done in an authorized KTM workshop! There, your motorcycle will be serviced optimally by
specially trained experts using the specialist tools required. Page 8: Important Information
Warranty The work prescribed in the service schedule must be carried out in an authorized KTM
workshop only and confirmed in the customer's service record, since otherwise no warranty
claims will be honored. Do not place objects on the vehicle while it is still warm from being run.
Always let the vehicle cool first. In this position, the light is switched off. Low beam on â€” The
settings are stored and the setup menu is closed. Info If no button is actuated for 20 seconds or
there is no signal from the wheel speed sensor, then the settings are automatically stored and
the setup menu closed. Querying the lap time Info This function can be called only if lap times
are measured. Condition The motorcycle is stationary. The time is displayed in CLK display
mode. Press the button. No function Press the button. TR2 trip master 2 runs constantly and
counts up to The displayed value can be set manually with the button and the button. S1 stop
watch 1 displays the journey time on the basis of TR1 and continues when an impulse is
received from the wheel speed sensor. This gives a richer fuel-air mixture, which is needed for a
cold start. Info If the engine is warm, the choke function must be deactivated. Remove the key.
Steering is no longer possible. You receive a delivery certificate and the service record at
vehicle handover. Info Motorcycles react sensitively to any changes of weight distribution. Info
The recommended carburetor tuning is available from your authorized KTM workshop. Chain
cleaner p. In the interests of riding safety, make a habit of making a general check before you
ride. Page Starting Up Do not change into a low gear at high engine speed. The engine
overspeeds and the rear wheel can block. Info If you hear unusual noises while riding, stop
immediately, switch off the engine and contact an authorized KTM workshop. First gear is used
for starting off or for steep inclines. Secure the vehicle against use by unauthorized persons.
Adhere to the description provided. Your authorized KTM workshop will be glad to help. Info
The high-speed setting can be seen during the fast compression of the shock absorber. Info
The low-speed setting can be seen during the slow to normal compression of the shock
absorber. Measuring the sag of the unloaded rear wheel Info Before changing the spring
preload, make a note of the present setting, e. Info If the bike is ridden for a lengthy period with
play in the steering head bearing, the bearing and the bearing seats in the frame can be
damaged after time. Remove the fork leg on the left. Remove the fork leg on the right. Info The
topmost sunk nut in the fork leg must be flush to the upper edge of the upper triple clamp. Slide
the headlight mask up and swing it forward. The construc- tion and friction factor of the brake
linings and therefore the brake power can differ considerably from the original KTM brake
linings. If brake linings are used that differ from the originals, there is no guarantee that they
comply with the origi- nal license. Take the front wheel out of the fork. Info Do not pull the hand
brake lever when the front wheel is removed. Always lay the wheel down in such a way that the
brake disc is not dam- aged. Info Make sure when pushing back the brake piston that you do not
press the brake caliper against the spokes. The first two digits indi- cate the week of
manufacture and the last two digits the year of manufac- ture. KTM recommends that the tires
are changed at the latest after 5 years, regardless of the actual state of wear. Info A loose spoke
causes wheel imbalance and rapidly leads to more loose spokes. Page Removing The Battery
â€” Do not discard batteries with the household trash. Dispose of a defective battery in an

environmentally compatible manner. Give the battery to your KTM dealer or to a recycling
center that accepts used batteries. The charge state and the type of charge are very important
for the service life of the battery. Rapid recharging with a high charging current shortens the
battery's service life. If the charging current, charging voltage and charging time are exceeded,
electrolyte escapes through the safety valves. Fuse Info A reserve fuse is located in the starter
relay. Be careful that no fuel is spilt, especially on hot vehicle components. Clean up spilt fuel
immed
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iately. Coolant level above the radiator fins. If it gets into your eyes, rinse immediately with
water and con- tact a doctor. Do not touch hot components. B Installing the air filter Mount and
tighten the bleeder screw. B Checking the gear oil level In case of burns, rinse immediately with
lukewarm water. The gear oil must be added when the engine is cold. The excessive pressure
can penetrate electri- cal components, socket connects, throttle cables, and bearings, etc. Info
KTM recommends jacking up the motorcycle. KTM recommends Castrol and Motorex products.
Super unleaded gasoline, mixed with 2-stroke engine oil According to â€” Ear- lier, engine oils
from the automobile industry were used for 4-stroke motorcycles because there was no
separate motorcycle specifi- cation. This manual is also suitable for: exc six days eu xc usa exc
aus xc? Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

